
Fill in the gaps

Can't stop this thing we started by Bryan Adams

 Baby, I'm coming to get you

 You  (1)__________  stop a hurricane

 Might even stop the  (2)______________  rain

 You might have a dozen other guys

 But if you wanna stop me baby, don't even try

 I'm going one way, your way

 It's  (3)________  a strong way, let's make it our way

 Now baby, can't stop this  (4)__________  we started

 You gotta know it's right

 Can't stop this course we've plotted, yes

 This thing called love we got it

 No place for the brokenhearted

 I can't  (5)________  this thing we started, no way

 I'm going your way

 You might stop the world spinning around

 Might even walk on holy ground

 I ain't  (6)________________  and I can't fly

 If you wanna stop me baby, don't even try

 I'm  (7)__________  one way,  (8)________  way

 It's such a strong way, let's make it our way

 Now baby, can't stop  (9)________  thing we started

 You  (10)__________  know it's right

 I can't  (11)________   (12)________  course we've plotted,

yes

 This thing called  (13)________  we got it

 No place for the brokenhearted

 I can't stop this  (14)__________  we started, no way

 I'm going  (15)________  way

 It's  (16)__________  I'm going

 Oh, why take it slow?

 I  (17)__________  know

 Because  (18)______________  can  (19)________  this

thing that we got

 I can't stop  (20)________  thing we started

You gotta know it's right

I can't stop this course we've plotted

This thing called love we got it

There is no place for the brokenhearted

I can't stop it, I can't stop it

I can't  (21)________  this  (22)__________  we started

You gotta  (23)________  it's so right

I can't stop this course we've plotted, oh yes

I can't stop it, I can't stop it
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. might

2. driving

3. such

4. thing

5. stop

6. Superman

7. going

8. your

9. this

10. gotta

11. stop

12. this

13. love

14. thing

15. your

16. where

17. gotta

18. nothing

19. stop

20. this

21. stop

22. thing

23. know
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